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the more frequent, the more complete a universe of
English into which the pupil is admitted in the English
.lesson, And-this is the really important fact underlying
the direct methodises practice of avoiding all unneces-
sary vernacular in the English lesson:
In reference to the interpretation of new words, the
•question remains to be answered * How do we know
when the vernacular is unnecessary ? ' We may give the
answer at once. In the interests of teaching economy the
teacher should use all the English he can without wasting
.time or leaving the pupil in perplexity. Rather than run
.eitlier risk he should resort to the vernacular.
An illustration or two will make this rule clear. For
the teacher to attempt by indirect ' direct' methods to
-give the meanings of * shiver ' and * tremble' would
.almost certainly take much time and end in confusing
the pupil. To give the vernacular equivalents and add
in the vernacular as well the explanation that tremble
is used as the expression of fear and. shiver of physical
-causes like cold, is to give a more definite idea of their uses
in half the time. The same is the case with such simple
•words as * seat', * stool', ' chair '—explanation' in the
^vernacular will save much ingenuity or paraphernalia
for making clear the differences between them. Should
an actual stool not be handy, and the teacher explain the
word chair by pointing to a chair in the room, the chances
.are that the next time the pupil sees a ' stool' he will
.call it in. English a chair. Thus the direct method fails
to prevent, this confusion—which explanation in the
vernacular would easily forestall.
Devices for awidi?ig the  Vernacular	. , -
Subject to the provisos given in our rule;, the#e are
four ways in which the teacher can avoid introducing the
vernacular in explaining new words1 in English—
(a) By direct association with an action, gesture, or
object (walk, smile, point, book).
1 To avoid reiteration of the phrase * words and expressions ',
it should be understood in future that ' words * also includes
•word-combinations used so commonly in a single meaning as to
-constitute a single word for purposes ctf language "study andt
(practice.

